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I am Greg and meet Harrison Tyler, Boris and 
Calvin.  

We four love football and make a team names 
Greg FC. I’m the captain and Boris and Tyler are 
in midfield  and also meet Jackson, Jack, Ryan, 
Carson and Frank. Nine teammates.  

In this game, I and Jason are in forward, Boris is 
a captain, not me today.  

Tyler and Carson are in midfield and Frank in 
goal. And we have two players in loan: one 
called Tim and the other called Bronze. We are 
going to play against Italy Lazio City. 

It is a little hard but I know lots of handy tricks to 
trick Fower win: Italy Lazio City goalkeeper. 

 I hope you enjoy it! 
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Chapter 1 

Afternoon in May is perfect for football training. I 
was thinking what is our next but first game.  

And after one hour Boris came running into 
Greg’s garden. And said: good new, we are 
playing on Wednesday so we have two day to 
the match! 

 So I called my team for a training session two 
times a day for one hour.  

I asked Layin to train with us so we started with 
some basic drills like a pass and drag back. And 
next we followed Layin.  

He went left, right, forward and diagonal, left and 
right, and downwards and finished with a match. 
Carson scored the winning goal two minutes 
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before full time. Ryan scored for Carson’s team 
and Tyler scored for my team in second minute. 
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It was seven o’clock and the games it is starting 
in five hours in Rome on Roman Lazio City 
Stadium. 

We drove to the airport and went to the waiting 
room and had three hours into the game starting. 
I wanted to get to Rome in two hours.  

When we got to Rome it was nearly game time, 
we had half an hour till the game started. 
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Chapter 2  

Twenty minutes later Greg and his team were on 
Roman Lazio City Stadium and 102, 014 people 
on the stadium. Five minutes later the referee 
called out Italy Lazio City . 

Our came Brutus, Forvien, Fex, Winster, 
Francisco, Forwinsen, Forewin and Papa Goal. 
So I asked Layin to play and everyone was 
shouting: Layin! Layin! Layin! 

The game started. Brutus passed the ball to 
Winnster but Tyler put his leg on the ball and 
passed the ball to Jason. Jason dribbled pass 
Fex, Francisco and Papa Goal and passed it to 
me. I mean Greg and shot it and hit the net. 
Goal! 
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Then Fex started dribbling pass Greg, Boris, 
Ryan and Tyler and passed the ball to Francisco 
and shot it but it hit the crossbar and to the right 
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to Carson and went maximum and speed 11 
miles an hour and onto the left to Greg and 
passed it to Layin and Layin got confused what 
to do so he passed it to Tim and twisted and 
shot the ball with his left leg.  

Grrrr! Said Fex and it went into the centre boom 
of the hands of Forewin and in to the net.  

Supergoal! Said Greg and Bronze and t was half 
time for 10 minutes so Italy Lazzio City player 
Fex called Are we losing 2-0Not for long said 
Francisco and called Mitey, Mitey, Mitey.  

Switch for Papa Goal so the second half began 
and Francisco passed it to Forewin and passed 
it to Mitey and shot and hit the far post and went 
in goal said Mitey.  
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It was 1:2 for Greg FC so as soon as Frank 
kicked the ball into the air Greg jumped it to get it 
mean the ball and it hit Layin on the head and to 
Carson and to Ryan but Forewin  got it by hand 
and it caught it in the hands.  

It was the 71 minute and Carson hit the net.  

1:3 said Bronze so the Italy Lazzio City players 
worked to win the game and in the 88 minute 
Forwinster dribbled passed nearly the whole of 
Greg’s team.  

Ryan was last to do it so Forwinster shot it to the 
back of the net. Goal. 

So to win Mitey went forward and got tackled by 
Tyler it was a penalty and it went in. 
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Chapter 3 

2:2 draw said Boris. What now? It is the sudden 
death the winner. The Italy Lazzio City players 
came to team talk.  

We need a plyer with another layer! Shouted 
Forwinster.  
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But who? Francisco! Said Fex. I got an idea. 
Francisco call on Cristiano Ronalds and he 
switched for Fex.  

So sudden death began Francisco passed to 
Ronalds who passed it to Mitey, who passed it to 
Brutus who tried to pass it to Forwin but Typer 
stopped the pass and passed it to Carson and 
he shot towards goal but Forewin saved it and 
kicked it all the way to Mitey and Mitey passed it 
to Ronalds and went in the penalty box.  

Ronalds was about to shoot but Greg side 
tackled. The ref showed a penalty for Cristiano 
Ronalds the ref’s whistle blew.  
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Wow! Cried Tim happily. Frank saved it so 
Carson went forward and dribbled pass 
midfielders and striked it the penalty box.  

Layin tried to hit but the goal went over is head.  

But Boris appeared out of nowhere and did a 
rainbow flick over Forwin and slightly passed to 
Layin. Layin wanted to header but it was too high 
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so Layin did a bicycle kicka nd in went flying to 
the left top corner.  

Forewin dived to save it but the ball was too 
powerful to save and gooooooaaaal!!!!! Cried the 
commentators.  

2 minutes later the ref said it’s a win for Greg 
FC. The prize was 50 pounds.  

The ref said the move of the match was Layin for 
his super bicycle kick so Layin could take it. 
Greg smiled to Layin and Yes, said Layin 
happily.  

4 hours later at home Greg asked what would 
Layin buy Layin answered a Premier League 
match ball. You mean a Liverpool match ball? 
called Thomas, Gren and Layin’s young brother. 
Yes, called Layin. 
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The end 
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Hey! Did you want to join Greg and his 
team and brother Layin? Of course you do.  

Gren ad his friend are traveling around the 
world plying games against good teams all 
over the world I mean! 

Today Greg and his Friends are travelling 
to Rome, Italy for Global Football 
Adventure to play against Italy Lazio City. 
Can Greg and his friends win the match? 
Find out in the book so get your book, 
travelling goggles and join Greg and the 
team in Rome.  

We will call you football friends. 

 


